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Case Study #2: Popular Restaurant Implements Training with a Beat for Bus Staff 

Company Overview 

Casual, trendy restaurant; 120 customer capacity in dining areas; 32 employees, nine of whom are part-
time bus staff; one location in eclectic suburban downtown area of a college town 

Business Problem to be solved by training intervention 

Bus staff is not performing required tasks consistently. Customers often have to wait 10 minutes or 
more for a table to be cleared after it is vacated. Wait staff often performing bus tasks, which negatively 
impacts their ability to serve customers. Customers have posted complaints regarding these issues on 
social media. 

Business Goals 

Bus staff has working knowledge of all six steps of their role by end of 2Q. Customer wait time to be 
seated once table is vacated is five minutes or less by end of 3Q.  

Expected Job outcomes after implementation 

Tables are properly cleaned and set within five minutes after it is vacated, 100% of the time. Tables are 
pre-bussed between each course. Bus stations are clean and fully stocked at all times.  

Learning Team  

The restaurant manager engaged a Learning Specialist with instructional design expertise to provide a 
training solution. 

Learning Target Audience 

Primary: 9 part-time bus staff: 7 male and 2 female; 18-22 years old, High School graduate or current 
College undergraduate student. 

Secondary: 11 part-time wait staff: 7 female and 4 male; 18-23 years old, High School graduate or 
current College undergraduate student. 

Tertiary: 4 part-time dishwashers: 4 male; 18-20 years old, High School graduate or current College 
undergraduate student.  

Known constraints  

The bus, wait, and dishwashing staff at this restaurant show medium to high turnover due primarily to 
school schedule changes, so the solution must be reusable and have a long shelf life. 
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Learning Specialist provided the following solution: 

I. Conducted a Gap Analysis. Obtained the six bussing steps and their descriptions from the 
restaurant manager. By interviewing the restaurant owner, manager, four bus staff and four 
wait staff. The following gaps were discovered: 

a. Bus staff were taught the six steps during onboarding by the manager or wait staff. The 
steps were demonstrated for them and the descriptions are listed in a document in their 
handbook.  

b. Bussing process was not being completed consistently. Wait staff was seen performing 
some steps left incomplete. Frequently the manager would remind bus staff about 
maintaining the bus stations, as they were often found to be in disarray and not well 
stocked. Bus staff had been observed rushing back to the kitchen to retrieve needed 
items from storage or the dishwashers when items ran out at the stations. Dishwashers 
occasionally did not have knowledge of which items were stored at the bus stations. 

c. When asked to recite the six steps and related tasks from memory, all four of the bus 
staff interviewed could not remember all process steps.  
 

II. Designed a learning intervention that fit the target audience demographic and which fostered 
complete and instant recall of the restaurant’s bussing process.  Elements included: 
A. Learning Introduction: The restaurant owner and manager together announced the 

expectations around the learning, emphasizing the importance of completing bussing tasks 
consistently and correctly. 

B. A 30-minute responsive elearning program that provided the target audiences with the 
knowledge to : 

1. Describe the importance of the bussing function to the success of the restaurant 
2. Explain the six steps of the bussing process at the restaurant 

C. A 5-minute video depicting the restaurant owner performing a rap about the six steps while 
demonstrating each of them.  

The elearning and accompanying video were evaluated using an electronic level 1 learner 
feedback survey. The survey included 10 Likert scale questions and open comments. With 100% 
of participants completing the level 1 survey, the overall reaction score was 4.6 out of 5. Both 
the elearning and video were made available 24/7 for review by all participants. 

 
II. Provided tools to support performance 

A. Still images taken from the video were used to illustrate laminated job aids. These were 
installed at each bussing station and in the kitchen. 

B. A “Bussing Throwdown” was held two weeks after the training was completed. At this 
event, all participants were invited to perform the rap correctly for the restaurant 
owner, manager, and other participants. iTunes gift cards were awarded to all 
participants who could perform the rap correctly. One $50 Visa gift card was awarded to 
the participant presenting the most enthusiastic performance.  

C. The “Bussing Throwdown” event was recorded for inclusion in onboarding for future 
buss staff. 
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Results  

• The elearning and video were developed and delivered to all indicated participants during the 
first two weeks of 2Q. Laminated job aids were installed at bus stations immediately following. 

• The “Bussing Throwdown” was held two weeks after training and results showed 100 
participation. All 24 participants were able to perform the rap correctly, including all steps. One 
participant incorporated some old school break dance moves into his performance, winning 
him the $50 gift card.  

• Bus staff were observed by the manager and senior wait staff for the first week following the 
Throwdown event. Coaching was provided as needed. 

• Baseline numbers for customer time to be seated were recorded as an average over the seven 
days before the training was implemented. Baseline average wait time was 10 minutes. 

• At the start of 3Q, these measurements were repeated every seven days. The results were as 
follows: 

o Week 1: average wait time 8 minutes 
o Week 2: average wait time 6.5 minutes 
o Week 3: average wait time 5 minutes 
o Week 4 average wait time 5 minutes 
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Bus Rap 

Yeah, Yeah 
Bussers, it’s time to come together 
Bussers, lay down your skills in rhyme 
 
You know the wait staff  
And bus staff 
Work together like a tango 
We bussers are the wait staff’s working shadow  
We don’t go slow, though 
You know we keep the tempo 
Now hear the bussers’ process flow - Let’s go! 
 
Hey wait staff – what do you think?  
You gave the customer a fountain drink? 
 
Move over, Rover 
Let the busser take over 
 
Drop a Bread Basket – drop it like it’s hot 
We show our customer some lovin’  
Straight from the oven 
 
Wait Staff - what’s that? Some salad and soup? 
Dig, respect that swoop 
 
Yeah, when the time is keen 
I’ll bus that green and tureen 
I’ll wash clean the scene  
Make sure you don’t get soup on those jeans! 

Now while the people are chillin’ 
And the steaks are grillin’ 
We find stuff to do with the time that needs fillin’ 
While they’re preparing the meal, we’re keepin’ it real 
 
Like sweeping the floor, like holding the door 
Like hauling the trash, like fillng the ice stash 
Like bringing a fresh drink, like making a fresh pot 
While keepin’ it real, we show what we’ve got 
 
Can't take the Messy Bus Station, can't take the silverware 
Gotta take stock and restock  
Can’t let those shelves go bare 
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Hold on now, watch out now 
 
Server’s got a major tray 
Say what? 
And she’s heading this way 
She’s got shrimp scampi, some trout, and mignon filet 
You know they’ve got no time for salmon soufflé 
 
When the plates are cleaned and they bring the tea tray 
We bus another time before the hot fudge sundae! 
 
The last dance is the “Big Bus” and we do make a fuss 
Doing this solid is all up to us 
 
When they take their last bite, we make our first round 
When the seats are all empty, we don’t clown around 
‘Cause the five minute deadline is countin’ down 
Time to bus a move, yeah bus a move 
Clear the dishes, dishes 
Wash the table, table 
Wipe the seats, seats 
And reset the table, table 
 
Ready for next customer, next dance, next chance 
 
Yeah. Thinking about Bussing. 
 
 
 

 

 

 
 


